SWISS TYPE AUTOMATIC LATHE
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High productivity

Strengthened machining capability

» Opposing gang-type tool post
Thanks to simultaneous machining (turning + drilling)
by independently controlled opposing gang-type tool posts,
machining time is drastically reduced.

» A tool post (with Y-axis control) exclusively designed for
8-spindle back working
The tool post designed for back working can accommodate
a maximum of 6 power-driven tools to allow versatile
complex machining (cross milling, slotting, etc.) on the
rear side.

» Back working tool post (with Y-axis control)
exclusively designed for 8-spindle capability
The machine employs a tool post (with Y-axis control)
which is exclusively designed for 8-spindle back working.
It enables efficient separation division through enhanced
simultaneous machining on both the front and rear sides.
» Star Motion Control System
The unique control technology known as the Star Motion
Control System achieves a smooth and uninterrupted tool
path and achieves shortened non-cutting time.

» High-power sub spindle
The sub spindle employs a spindle motor with the same
power as the main spindle. This improves the machining
capability on the back side and accommodates the
machining of a range of difficult materials.
» Machining of demanding materials
In combination with a high-pressure coolant unit (optional),
this model is suited to the machining of a range of exotic
materials.

» Electric Drives
By eliminating hydraulically driven equipment and introducing
electrically-driven equipment, idle time between each axis
operation is reduced and energy saving is achieved.
» Chucking unit
The collet can be opened/closed without decreasing the
spindle rotation speed, thus reducing the non-cutting time
at the time of spindle acceleration/deceleration.

“A new model to transform the productivity in complex working.”
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